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- New best Jordans for sale Release date

< p > some people like science and technology, buy Nike basketball shoes must be to bring carbon plate, at least a dynamic Flywire
dynamic fly line support; buy running shoes will than asics gel slow earthquake glue and Brooks DNA wisdom cushioning technology,
in the end what a stronger. And some people prefer a shape, can not afford to buy Y-3 Qasa, at least a double tubular sucks; buy
shoes will never say no, only care about the type and type. Qasa High Y-3 and MaxNikeFlyknitAirif a variety of shoe technology is
intrinsic, the shoe is outside the shape of the words, the internal and external choice is really a difficult thing. Of course, there are a lot
of shoes both, such as stream of the NikeFlyknitAir max, many technology and cool shape must be to attract a large number of fans
shoes; but also some shoes neither, oddly, could flourish, such as NikeRoshe run. Run Roshe's success is not accidental, when
people are tired of chasing the pursuit of science and technology, just want to really feel the life, began to emphasize comfort, Run
Roshe to the time just fine. RunNikeRosheas Nike's biggest rival, Adidas will miss this opportunity to facilitate this year to launch a
new design of the OriginalsZX Flux adidas. Speaking of the ZX series, I am afraid to trace back to 1984. As a member of the family
ancestor of ZX ZX 500 was born, and with its excellent function, consider and avant-garde color design has been embraced:
professional athletes wearing it to carry on the training and competition, and fashion enthusiasts for its bold color design and crazy.
Years of development, after ZX 700, ZX 750, until the 1989 Seoul Olympic Games was born after the birth of a thousand digital
coding of shoes ZX 8000. Said, and Run Roshe is different, at that time ZX 8000 opened a new stage of science and technology and
modeling. OriginalsZX adidas family this year is the 25 anniversary of the listing of OriginalsZX Adidas 8000, the brand in particular,
to create a series of Flux ZX. ZX 8000 original SoftCell and torsion of science and technology in the retention of the in order to
emphasize the wearing comfort of the foundation, the brand will be the vamp is simplified to the transformed the look, at the same
time the rich color and design elements let ZX flux more personality trend. At the end of 2013 held in Taiwan Adidas RUNNIING LAB
event shows under the arch arch support TPU ZX simplified after Flux>
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